
The Art of Fastening

Blind nut inserts M3 to M12
Blind stud inserts M4 to M8

Powerful.
Fast.
Reliable.

For all
Sizes.



Battery-powered setting tool for blind nut inserts 
and stud inserts

RIVDOM   eVNG 2 ® 

Special accessories 
We tailor our tools individually to your application and adapt the necessary accessories accordingly.

With these application solutions, we reduce costs and optimise the setting result. 

Our customers appreciate PROFAST particularly for this service. This naturally also applies to the new 

Rivdom eVNG 2! Ask us about threaded mandrels with coarse, fine or UNC/UNF thread as 

well as extended nosepieces and threaded mandrels.

Comfort control
Proven ergonomics, short
trigger stroke, RivdomPLUS
charging technology

Also for the setting of blind 
stud inserts from M4 to M8

Screwing on is performed by 
pushing the blind nut inserts 
onto the threaded mandrel or 
by pressing the trigger with 
which the speed can also be 
variably controlled

Rivdom eVNG 2 gets to grips.Uncompromising.

Innovative. Flexible. Unbound.

Rivdom eVNG 2 can store settings for up to 99 different 
blind nut inserts and call these up within seconds.
Rivdom eVNG 2 has a patented gearbox with two 
brushless motors.
Rivdom eVNG 2 offers a tool-free quick release 
mechanism.
Rivdom eVNG 2 can be operated with either force or 
stroke control.

The new HONSEL battery nut insert tool now offers the 
ultimate solution for cordless settings of blind nut 
inserts and bolts. Oriented to the demands of industrial 
series production, RivdomeVNG 2 offers a wide range of 
features and options.

Lean housing
form - only

71mm wide!

Optional
intergrated

scanner



Comfortable processing of
Blind nut inserts up to M12!

Force or stroke control!

Depending on the fastener to be 

set and the application, the Rivdom 

eVNG 2 can be operated with 

either force or stroke control via the 

menu of the control display. 

Extra slim front sleeve - 

only 25mm

BÜRSTENLOS
BRUSHLESS

Hanger bracket 

for balancer

SD card scanner

1.5” OLED control display 

with 5 buttons well known from the 

RivSmart battery riveter

Additional status LED

RivdomPLUS 20V Li ion rechargeable 

battery with state-of-charge indicator.

All-hand soft grip – ideal 

for all hand sizes.

Automatic setting of the 

nosepiece.

Rivdom eVNG 2 has a patented gear-

box with two independently operated 

BLDC motors. This allows the system 
to be variably switched on and off
during the return stroke.

The brushless DC motors developed by 
HONSEL guarantee a practically
wear-free, very long life cycle. Low 
current consumption and reduced heat
development increase the battery life
and efficency. 

Rivdom
Made by HONSEL

Belt clip or 

application plate 

LED-illuminated 
riveting point.

Various counters, Service 

and blocking functions

Innovative, Sturdy and ReliableInnovative, Sturdy and Reliable

Programmable unscrewing
speed.

Threaded mandrel with new
quick-release mechanism.

Quick-start function thanks to
multi-function trigger.

For blind nut inserts and stud inserts
with left and right-hand thread!

Emergency Mode



ø 20,3M3 M4 M5 M6 M8 M10 M12

Steel

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

Steel

Stainless Steel

Aluminium

324 mm

278 mm

25 mm

< 30 min.

2.4 kg

20 mm

25,000 N 

Sturdy and flexible. 
The innovative system packaging solution.

The new HONSEL L-Boxx is also compatible with the 

L-Boxxes from other manufacturers. 

Future-oriented battery management

The powerful HONSEL Li ion batteries are fully charged 

in less than 30 minutes  - the 90 % charge is reached

Outstanding ergonomics: 

Rubberised universal handle for all hand 

sizes. Perfect housing geometry.

Maximum comfort thanks to rotation 

trigger with very low trigger force/short 

trigger stroke.

Quick-release mechanism No more than 

one open-jaw wrench for maintenance!

Battery-powered setting tool for blind nut inserts 
and stud inserts

RIVDOM® eVNG 2

www.profast.com.au

Profast Pty Ltd
2/30 Kingtel Place
Geebung Qld 4034
Australia

Ph:       +61 7 3261 2267
Fax:     +61 7 3261 2257
Email:  salesqld@profast.com.au

TOOL-FREE
MAINTENANCE

ERGONOMY
and COMFORT

Charging technology 

High quality electronic quick-charger with automatic 

identifcation of the battery used.12 V, 16 V and 20 V 

batteries from the Rivdom family can be charged using 

the same charger.

State-of-charge indicator on
every battery.

4.0 Ah battery available as an
accessory!

Quick-charger

after only approx. 20 minutes– so that the charging 

cycle is always shorter than the battery-consuming 

working time!

Profast (WA) Pty Ltd
25C Baile Rd
Canning Vale WA 6155
Australia

Ph:      +61 8 9456 5537
Fax:    +61 8 9455 2659
Email: saleswa@profast.com.au


